












PRE-TRIAL CHECKLIST (DEPT. 31) 
 

1. Time Estimate 
 

2. Motions in Limine? 
 

3. Any 402 hearing issues? 
 

4. Any witness problems? 
 

5. Are the following ready: 
 

a. Joint Witness List 
b. Joint Exhibit List 
c. Jury Instructions 
d. Verdict Form(s) 

 
6. Voir Dire Process: 

 
a. 35 Pack 
b. Counsel get approximately 30 minutes of voir dire to group of 35 

(Subject to expansion, as necessary) 
c. Counsel should submit in writing questions they want the Court to ask. 
d. No asking jurors how they would decide based on assumed facts; No asking for promises 

from jurors; 
e. Challenges to 12 in box. New jurors selected in order. 

 
7. Courtroom Rules: 

 
a. Counsel need only to ask permission to approach witness, or enter the well once. 
b. Counsel should not cross-examine witness leaning over witness’ shoulder; should 

examine from behind counsel table or at podium unless necessary to go over exhibit. 
c. Counsel may request sidebar only if absolutely necessary; Offers of proof may be made 

at the next break in the proceeding if requested. 
d. If deposition transcripts are to be used during examination, a copy must be available for 

the court. 
 

8. Jury is not be kept waiting: 
 

a. Counsel are ordered to appear promptly at 9 a.m. and following each recess; 
b. Counsel are ordered to have all witnesses on standby so they can be called without delay; 
c. Witnesses who are at any risk for not appearing should be placed under subpoena; 
d. Counsel should be aware that they might be forced to rest if witnesses are not available 

without good cause. 
 

9. All exhibits should be pre-marked, unless some valid reason not to. 
 

10. Counsel are ordered to meet and confer on jury instructions. 
 
By signature below counsel acknowledge receiving and reviewing a copy of the Department 31 
Pre-Trial Checklist. 
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